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ABSTRACT

This research aims to describe the dominant altruism values of the Good Dinosaur movie and investigate the lessons of the Good Dinosaur movie for learning. The form of this research is qualitative research. The method used is the descriptive method. The technique of data collecting was the documentation technique. The technique of data analysis was descriptive analysis. The tools for data collecting were observation tables and documents. The result of this research showed there were 38 utterances of altruism values in Good Dinosaur Movie. Altruistic values appeared 9 times. Altruistic behavior appeared 18 times. Altruism empathy appeared 11 times. The dominant altruism in Good Dinosaur Movie was altruistic behavior. The lesson that can be learned from that movie was to be humble to everyone. It should be supported by other people in whatever situation. Do not ever underestimate other people. Helping people without getting a reward is an important thing in life.

INTRODUCTION

Watching movies is one of the essential aspects of modern life. Different people watch movies for various reasons. They are reviving themselves, acquiring knowledge and moral principles, studying a distant language, and making an effort to understand different cultures. Most individuals like viewing movies, regardless of their circumstances, backgrounds, identities, sexes, or ages. The movie is available for viewing anywhere and whenever. According to (Yousuf & Dadabhoy, 2013.) “A medium that gives valuable messages for audiences is the movie”. It can show the audience an image. A movie can clearly introduce itself to the viewer. Each audience can consume a distinct work that the film makes that is practical for each audience to ingest. Numerous subjects are frequently optionally provided. When picking the movies, we must use creativity. We should pick a movie that has a lot of beneficial effects on our lives. The movie offers lessons that could have positive effects in
Addition to being purely entertaining. There are many movies that teach valuable lessons. However, the movie's educational good message is what matters most. Noel Carrol (in Amy Coplan and Peter Goldie, 2011) states that “to identify elements of a movie effectively watching the movie is the best way for audiences”.

Literature uses well-chosen words that have dramatic effects to convey real-life experience. Connotative language is being employed. Literature strives to create works that will be enjoyed by all audiences. Little literature has an impact on how people live. This is true because a society's literature constitutes the main component of culture. It includes the beliefs, ideals, and conflicts of humans. Literature is a vehicle for expressing various ideas, especially those that are constructive. A creative concept can be transferred through writing. According to (Risdianto, 2020) “It helps to grow our attitudes that are helpful to live in a social environment. In a movie, literature uses engaging media in a certain way to connect with viewers so that they may understand the message of the film. Literature is an aesthetic component that is enjoyable and qualified for admiration of a person's individual imagination toward life, expressing ideas, and feeling. Writing that intentionally and imaginatively tinkers with language in order to imply ideas and images that capture the reader's imagination is referred to as literature.

Altruism values are ingrained in everyday life. Usually, it's a way that person displays themselves. When people interact with society, their attitudes might be influenced by altruism values. It could be rated as either good or poor. The author will focus on altruism in this research since altruistic principles are crucial for teaching conduct, humanity, compassion, and many other traits as well as for daily living in general. For many people, altruism values are quite significant. since it can improve the standard of human life. They can assist one another without expecting compensation. Altruistic principles teach people to genuinely assist others.

People watch their preferred films. They frequently enjoy watching good dinosaur movies. The Good Dinosaur is a potential 2015 American 3D computer-animated comedy-drama adventure buddy film directed by Peter Sohn from a screenplay by Meg LeFauve and distributed globally byfilm alternative Disney Pictures. It's fiction that dinosaur attacks don't exist. Arlo, a baby Apatosaurus, makes an odd human buddy while traversing a harsh and enigmatic landscape in the movie. The film was directed by Bob Peterson, who created the idea for the narrative, until August 2013. Sohn was introduced as the new director in October 2014. The movie is the first time Pixar has released two feature films in the same year, joining Inside Out. Positive reviews greeted The Nice Dinosaur's November 10, 2015, Paris premiere before its November 25, 2015, release in the United States. The writer chose a good dinosaur movie because it is entertaining, simpler to grasp, and has numerous messages, particularly altruism, that people will understand.

The idea of altruism refers to helping others without expecting anything in return. A selfless care for others is called altruism. According to (Frimannson, 2009), “altruism is a fundamental element of the moral idea. Goodness values are part of the nature of humans”. Any activity intended to raise another person's positive values is referred to as “altruistic behavior," especially when it doesn't appear that the action's performer will directly benefit from it. Helping others is a well-adapted social behavior, particularly for teachers.

The main topic of this investigation was A Descriptive Study on Altruism of the Good Dinosaur Movie. The author expected that this study was be able to demonstrate to the reader the value of altruism. In light of the foregoing justifications, the author was investigated the altruism in the film The Good Dinosaur.

RESEARCH METHOD

The descriptive method was applied by the researcher in this study. According to Rubie et al, (in Thyer, 2010) states that “descriptive research is a method to describe a characteristic of a sample and the relationship between phenomena, situations, and events observed by the writer”. he researcher's primary focus in this study was qualitative information. In this study, the descriptive methodology was employed. Because the researcher looked into the educational value of the movie and described the findings of an examination of the prevailing altruism values in a successful dinosaur movie. The researcher collects data while explaining and investigating. The researcher employed qualitative research for this project. According to (Cresswell & Creswell, 2018), “Qualitative research is an approach to exploring the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to understanding a social or
Human problem”. To better understand concepts, opinions, or experiences, qualitative research entails gathering and evaluating non-numerical data (such as text, video, or audio).

The tools for data collecting include observation tables and documents. The researcher employed the documentation technique to get the data for this study. The technique of data analysis was descriptive analysis.

In collecting data, three steps were taken to gather the data. Downloading the movie and the script was the first step. The researcher initially downloaded the screenplay and the movie. As a technique to gather data, the researcher kept them. The second step involved analyzing the movie’s dialogue. The researcher learned the dialogue in the movie by reading it in the subsequent steps. The data’s dialogue was grasped by the researcher. The next step was to choose the movie’s pertinent speech. The dialogue was chosen by the researcher to be based on the film’s script in the final steps. The most crucial component of analyzing the suitable facts with respect to the research topic is relevant discourse.

In analyzing data, there were four steps done. The first step was watching the movie more than twice and identified the whole characters of the movie. In the first step, the movie was seen ten times by the researcher. Because doing so will help the researcher evaluate and comprehend the entire film and cast of characters. The second steps were Classifying the dialogue that is related to altruism values. In the second steps, the researcher classified the conversation. The researcher picked an altruism-related conversation that was pertinent to the subject. The third steps were Interpreting and describing the data. In third steps, the researcher, the data that were derived from the research’s findings were described by the researcher. The last steps were Draw Conclusion. In the last steps, the researcher came to a conclusion based on the findings of the research.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Result
The researcher described the information regarding altruism values that the researcher obtained from the Good Dinosaur Movie in this section. The researcher discovered the dominating benevolence, altruism values, and lesson in this movie after gathering and evaluating the data.

Altruism values come in three different varieties. Altruistic empathy, altruistic action, and altruistic values are what they are. The Good Dinosaur Movie contained 38 expressions of altruism, according to the researcher. Good Dinosaur Movie featured altruistic principles nine times. In the Good Dinosaur Movie, altruistic actions were displayed 18 times. The movie Good Dinosaur included 11 instances of altruistic empathy. The study discovered prevalent altruistic qualities that emerged in Good Dinosaur Movie based on the data obtained from the film. It is altruistic behavior.

In the utterance at 00:00:11, the researcher found altruistic behavior. Popa said this to his family. The characters in this speech are Arlo, Momma, Popa, Buck and Billy. This utterance occurs during the day. Popa said, “And we are gonna take care of it together”. They want to help each other and take responsibility for maintaining the garden. This utterance is including altruistic behavior. Because the indicators of altruism behavior are helping others and responsibility.

In the utterance at 00:17:33, the researcher found altruistic behavior. Popa said this to Arlo. Popa said, “You had a job to do”. In helping Arlo to overcome his fear Poppa gave Arlo a task. So that Arlo can reduce his fear. The characters in this utterance are Poppa and Arlo. His utterance occurred at night. This utterance is including altruism behavior. Because the indicators of altruism behavior are helping others and responsibility. In the utterance at 00:17:10, the researcher found utterances that contain the value of altruistic behavior. Arlo said this to Spot. The characters in this utterance are Arlo and Spot. This utterance occurs during the day. Arlo said, "okay you are free". Arlo allows Spot to be free from the traps set by him and his father. Arlo helps Spot to live as usual. This utterance is including altruism behavior. Because of this utterance, it is included in the indicator of altruism behavior, namely helping others.

In the utterance at 00:09:33, the researcher found altruistic behavior. Poppa said this to Arlo. The characters in this utterance are Arlo and Poppa. This utterance occurs at night. Poppa said, “You have gotta your mark. By doing something big for something bigger than yourself”. Poppa wants Arlo to overcome his fear. Poppa is responsible for Arlo’s good. This utterance is including altruism behavior. Because this utterance is included in one of the indicators of altruism behavior, namely responsibility.
In the utterance at 00:19:07, the researcher found altruistic behavior. Poppa said this to Arlo when Poppa wanted to show him something that could make Arlo not afraid anymore. This utterance occurs at night. The characters in the speech are Arlo and Poppa. Poppa said, “I just wanted you to get through your fear”. In his injured state, Poppa wanted Arlo to be more. Poppa must still take responsibility as a father in strengthening Arlo in any situation. This utterance is included in altruistic behavior. Because one indicator of altruism behavior is responsibility.

In the utterance at 00:20:56, the researcher found altruistic behavior. Momma said this to Arlo when they were harvesting their garden. Momma said, “I know it is hard without Poppa. But I need you to do more Arlo”. They are faced with a difficult situation after Poppa dies. Momma takes an important role in helping her children and is responsible for moving on with their lives. Momma wants Arlo to help her take care of their family. The characters in this utterance are Momma and Arlo. This utterance occurred in the afternoon. This utterance is included in altruistic behavior. Because the indicator of altruism behavior is helping others and responsibility.

In the utterance at 00:21:07, the researcher found altruistic behavior. Arlo said this to Momma when they were harvesting their garden. Arlo said, "Don't worry Momma, I won't let us starve". Arlo assures Momma that they will continue to live normally as usual even though Poppa is gone. He will also take the responsibility of looking after Momma in any situation. The characters in this utterance are Arlo and Momma. This utterance occurred in the afternoon. This utterance is included in altruistic behavior. Because one indicator of altruism behavior is responsibility.

In the utterance at 00:26:35, the researcher found altruistic behavior. In the speech, there is a monologue performed by Arlo when he is lost in the forest. Arlo said, “as long as you can find the river, you can find your way home”. Arlo gets lost in the forest after falling and being carried away by the river current. He didn't even know the way home. But he remembers his father's words, that he must be responsible for himself. His father once said that as long as he could find a river, it would be the way to go home. The character in this utterance is Arlo himself. This utterance occurs during the day. This utterance is included in altruistic behavior. Because one indicator of altruism behavior is responsibility.

In the utterance at 00:37:52, the researcher found altruistic behavior. Pet Collector said this to the Arlo. Pet Collector said, “on your path to Clawtoth Mountain, that creature will keep you safe”. On their way home, Arlo and Spot meet the Pet Collector. He saw that this Spot was a daredevil. Arlo and Pet collector to find the right name for the spot. When Arlo called him Spot he immediately turned around. Pet is sure that Spot will take responsibility and help Arlo in finding his way home. The characters in this utterance are Arlo, Pet Collector, and Spot. This utterance occurs during the day. This utterance is included in altruistic behavior. Because the indicator of altruistic behavior is responsibility and helping others.

In the utterance at 00:48:58, the researcher found altruistic behavior. Thunderclap said this to Arlo when Arlo was looking for his way home. Thunderclap said, “You are not even close. I know the way”. Thunderclap shows that he wants to help Arlo find his way home even though it’s the first time they’ve met. The characters in the utterance are Arlo and Thunderclap. This utterance occurred in the afternoon after the storm. This utterance is included in altruistic behavior. Because one indicator of altruism behavior is helping others.

In the utterance at 01:00:56, the researcher found altruistic behavior. Butch said this to Arlo when they were resting at night. Butch said, “You and that critter showed real grit today”. Butch believes that Arlo and Spot have a great sense of help and responsibility for each other. The characters in this utterance are Arlo, Butch, Spot, Ramsey, and Nash. This utterance occurs at night. This utterance is included in altruistic behavior. Because the indicator of altruism behavior is helping others and responsibility.

In the utterance at 01:03:57, the researcher found altruistic behavior. Butch said this to Arlo. Butch said, "You can get through it". Butch helps Arlo to increase his self-confidence and get rid of his fears. The characters in the utterance are Arlo, Butch, Ramsey, Spot, and Nash. This utterance occurs at night. This utterance is included in altruistic behavior. Because one indicator of altruism behavior is helping others.

In the utterance at 01:03:55, the researcher found altruistic behavior. Ramsey said this to Arlo. Ramsey said, "A deal is a deal". Ramsey and his friends have promised Arlo that they will show the way home. They want to help Arlo and Spot quickly return to their original home. The
Characters in this utterance are Arlo, Butch, Spot, Ramsey, and Nash. This utterance occurs at night. This utterance is included in altruistic behavior. Because one indicator of altruistic behavior is helping others.

In the utterance at 01:04:07, the researcher found altruistic behavior. Butch said this to Arlo. Butch said, “Hey kid, head off before those longhorns split”. Butch gave the responsibility to Arlo so that the animals they have do not get out of the path that has been determined. Arlo's job is to direct the animal. The characters in the speech are Arlo, Butch, and Spot. This utterance occurs during the day. This utterance is included in altruistic behavior. Because one indicator of altruism behavior is responsibility

In the utterance at 01:09:08, the researcher found altruistic behavior. Arlo said this to Spot. Arlo said, "We'll all look after it together". Arlo wants when they return home, he and Spot will help and be responsible for the garden that he and his family have worked on before. The characters in the speech are Arlo and Spot. This speech occurred in the afternoon. This utterance is included in altruistic behavior. Because the indicator of altruism behavior is responsibility and helping others.

In the utterance at 01:13:23, the researcher found altruistic behavior. Poppa said these words to Pet Collector in Arlo's dream. Arlo said, "He helped me and now he's in trouble", "We have to go back". Arlo met his father in a dream when he fell into a ravine and passed out. At first, he was happy to meet his father. After a while, he felt sure that his father was dead. He remembered that Spot was in trouble. He woke up and rushed off to help the spot. The characters in this utterance are Arlo and Spot. This utterance occurs at night. This utterance is included in altruistic behavior. Because one indicator of altruism behavior is helping others.

In the utterance at 01:04:07, the researcher found altruistic behavior. Arlo said this to Spot. Arlo said, "But before I do, can you find me some more?”. Spot cares about Arlo who is starving. Even though they still didn't know each other that well, he cared about finding food for Arlo. The characters in the utterance are Arlo and Spot. This utterance occurs during the day. This utterance is included in the altruism value. Because one indicator of altruism behavior is care

In the utterance at 01:37:52, the researcher found altruism value. This statement was said by the Pet Collector to Arlo. Pet Collector said, "That creature protected you". After meeting Arlo and Spot, the pet collector is sure that Spot will always take care of Arlo in any situation. Because Spot has a very deep sense of care and love for Arlo. The characters in the utterance are Arlo and Pet Collector. This utterance occurs during the afternoon. This utterance is included in the altruism value. Because the indicator of altruism value is care and love.

In the utterance at 00:32:48, the researcher found altruism value. Arlo said this to Spot. Arlo said, “But before I do, can you find me some more?”. Spot cares about Arlo who is starving. Even though they still didn't know each other that well, he cared about finding food for Arlo. The characters in the utterance are Arlo and Spot. This utterance occurs during the day. This utterance is included in the altruism value. Because one indicator of altruism behavior is care

In the utterance at 00:37:44, the researcher found altruism value. This is what the Pet Collectors say to Arlo when they are looking for a name for Spot. Pet Collector said, “He is named. You clearly are connected. Good for you”. Because of their high love and care for each other, the Pet Collector sees that they are already connected. The characters in this utterance are Pet Collector, Arlo, and Spot. This utterance occurs during the day. This utterance is included in the altruism value. Because the indicator of altruism value is care and love.

In the utterance at 00:48:45, the researcher found altruism value. Arlo said this to Spot when they were resting. Arlo said "Family". While resting, Arlo and Spot told each other about their respective families. They miss their family very much. The love and care for their respective families are extraordinary. The characters in this utterance are Arlo and Spot. This utterance occurs at night. This utterance is included in the altruism value. Because the indicator of altruism value is care and love.
In the utterance at 00:48:45, the researcher found altruism value. Thunderclap said this to his friends and Arlo. When the storm had just subsided. Thunderclap said, “Keep looking for wounded folk”. After the storm subsides, Arlo and Spot meet Thunderclap and his friends. Thunderclap asked his friends to look for any animals that had been injured in the storm. Thunderclap cares about the safety of his other animals. The characters in this utterance are Arlo, Thunderclap, Coldfront, Downpour. This utterance occurred in the afternoon after the storm. This utterance is included in the altruism value. Because the indicator of altruism value is care and love.

In the utterance at 00:52:46, the researcher found altruism value. This statement was said by Ramsey to Arlo who didn't look well. Ramsey said, “Hey, you okay, kid?”. Ramsey and his friends are worried about Arlo's condition. They care even though they don't know Arlo. The characters in this utterance are Arlo, Nash, Ramsey, and Spot. This utterance occurs during the day. This utterance is included in the altruism value. Because the indicator of altruism value is care and love.

In the utterance at 01:01:05, the researcher found altruism value. Arlo said this to Ramsey when they were sitting together at night. Arlo said “So I gotta go help him. Because I love him”. Arlo wants to help Spot who is in danger. He loved Spot very much. The characters in this utterance are Arlo and Poppa. This utterance occurs at night. This utterance is included in the altruism value. Because one indicator of altruism value is love.

In the utterance at 01:13:00, the researcher found altruistic empathy. Poppa said this to Arlo when Poppa took Arlo to a beautiful place. Poppa said, “Sometimes you gotta get through your fear to see the beauty on the other side”. The emotion that Poppa feels towards Arlo makes Arlo have to believe that he too can be like his father who has a wise nature. The characters in this utterance are Poppa and Arlo. This utterance occurs at night. This utterance is included in altruism empathy. Because one of the indicators of altruism value is compassion.

In the utterance at 00:19:04, the researcher found altruistic empathy. Poppa said this to Arlo when Arlo fell and was injured in a dangerous place. Poppa said, “It is okay Arlo”. Poppa felt sorry for him. Poppa felt sympathy for what happened to her son. He was sure that Arlo would soon rise stronger. The characters in this utterance are Poppa and Arlo. This utterance occurs at night. This utterance is included in altruism empathy. Because one indicator of altruism value is sympathy.

In the utterance at 00:37:55, the researcher found altruistic empathy. This is what the Pet Collector said to Arlo when they met. Pet Collector said, "Don't ever lose him". The Pet Collector was touched by Spot who always looked after Arlo while they were looking for their way home. Pet Collector reminds Arlo not to lose Spot. The characters in this utterance are Pet Collector, Arlo, and Spot. This utterance occurs during the day. This utterance is included in altruism empathy. Because one indicator of altruism value is sympathy.

In the utterance at 00:19:11, the researcher found altruistic empathy. Poppa said this to Arlo when Arlo was in pain. Poppa said, "I know you have it in you". Poppa believes that deep inside Arlo, he is a brave man. Poppa has always supported Arlo. The characters in this utterance are Poppa and Arlo. This utterance occurs at night. This utterance is included in altruism empathy. Because one indicator of altruism value is sympathy and compassion.

In the utterance at 00:19:11, the researcher found altruistic empathy. Thunderclap said this to Arlo when they met. Thunderclap said, “I was afraid for my life. But the storm gave me a relevance. And I was not scared anymore”. Thunderclap shares his life experiences with Arlo. So that Arlo can get a positive message for his life. The characters in this utterance are Arlo and Thunderclap. This utterance occurred at noon after the storm. This utterance is included in altruism empathy. Because one indicator of altruism value is sympathy.

In the utterance at 00:19:11, the researcher found altruistic empathy. Nash said this to Arlo when they met. Nash said, "take it easy, kid". Nash and his friends want to make sure that Arlo and Spot will be safe with them. The characters in this utterance are Arlo, Nash, Ramsey, and Butch. This
utterance occurs at night. This utterance is included in altruism empathy. Because one of the indicators of altruism value is compassion.

In the utterance at 00:56:26, the researcher found altruistic empathy. Arlo said this to Butch when they gave Arlo an assignment. Butch said, "I am not really good at jobs". Butch felt sorry for Arlo who wasn't sure of himself in doing things. But with the support and empathy from Butch and his friends, Arlo is sure he can complete his task. The characters in this utterance are Arlo, Butch, and Ramsey. This utterance occurred in the afternoon. This utterance is included in altruism empathy. Because the indicators of altruism value are compassion and sympathy.

In the utterance at 01:03:19, the researcher found altruistic empathy. Arlo said this to Butch and his friends. Arlo said, "I'm done being scared". Arlo learned from the experiences he got and made him grow even more. The empathy from Butch and his friends made him never feel afraid again. The characters in this utterance are Arlo, Butch, Ramsey, Spot, and Nash. This utterance occurred at night. This utterance is included in altruism empathy. Because the indicators of altruism value are compassion and sympathy.

In the utterance at 01:03:19, the researcher found altruistic empathy. Butch said this to Arlo when they were together. Butch said, "Listen, kid, you can't get rid of fear". Butch and his friends share their experiences of surviving in an unguarded forest. They give the fish motivation even though fear cannot be avoided but can still be overcome. The characters in this utterance are Arlo, Butch, Ramsey, Spot, and Nash. This utterance occurs at night. This utterance is included in altruism empathy. Because the indicators of altruism value are compassion and sympathy.

In the utterance at 01:03:19, the researcher found altruistic empathy. Butch and his friends said this to Arlo when they were about to part. Butch said, "And don't stop for nothin". When they were about to part ways on their way home, Butch and his friends provided empathetic support so that Arlo would never stop doing anything. Keep growing to be better. The characters in this utterance are Arlo, Butch, Ramsey, Spot, and Nash. This utterance occurred in the afternoon. This utterance is included in altruism empathy. Because the indicators of altruism value are compassion and sympathy.

In the utterance at 01:03:19, the researcher found altruistic empathy. Butch said this to Arlo when they were on their way home. Butch. Butch said, "You'll be alright. You're one tough kid". Bucth believes that Arlo is a tough kid. He gave high sympathy for Arlo. He was sure Arlo would be fine. The characters in this utterance are Arlo, Butch, Ramsey, Spot, and Nash. This utterance occurred in the afternoon. This utterance is included in altruism empathy. Because one indicator of altruism value is sympathy.

Lessons that we can learn from that movie; As a teacher, we should be humble to everyone wherever we are. When we are teaching in class or communicating in social environment, we do not make arbitrary accusations against students or anyone if we do not have strong evidence, we should always support our students, we should adapt to face the situation where we teach or live. Sometimes there is a situation that makes us difficult, we must be firm and fair, we should not underestimate other people in particular in their ability to learn academically and non-academically. As student, we should respect your teacher or lecturer in class and outside, we should respect to everyone despite they are strange, we can help people without the need for something. As human beings, we should respect everyone whether younger or older than us, we do not ever give up in a bad situation, and we should appreciate anything happen in our life, good or bad.

Discussion

The researcher examines benevolence in fictional characters in this section. The researchers' conclusions were all presented as speech. The researcher's collected utterances are consistent with the markers of the various types of altruism stated in the literature review. Poppa wanted to take care of his garden alongside his wife and kids, thus that is how it all began. Altruism's value is embodied in it. According to (Frimannson, 2009), “altruism is a fundamental element of the moral idea. Goodness values are part of the nature of humans”. That is altruistic conduct. We can tell that Popa cares deeply about and wants to always provide for her family. Additionally, he supports his wife and kids. This statement embodies altruistic principles including assisting others and taking responsibility without expecting anything in return, according to behavioral indications of altruism. Poppa is genuinely interested in supporting and caring for her family. He had no expectations. This has a lot to do with altruism in general. Then, as they are hunting for a route home, Arlo protects Spot from harm, and he never gives it a second thought. Despite the threat to his life, Arlo always takes care of Spot. In a dream, Arlo encounters his father, who offers to take him along but decides to focus on saving Spot. Even though Arlo doesn't receive anything in
Return, he still cares deeply about and loves Spot. The researcher thinks that this is an example of altruistic value in this situation. The markers that were previously identified in establishing the altruistic value have been satisfied, and this speech contains them. Following that, Poppa asks Arlo to accompany him somewhere at night. Even though it seemed highly unlikely, they nevertheless went. In the end, Arlo was hurt after falling. His grandfather felt bad for him. Poppa recognized Arlo's emotions. Poppa sympathizes with Arlo and feels sorry for him. Altruistic empathy includes this statement. Rom all the statements that researchers in the movie have gleaned, the deciding indication of each form of altruism that has been mentioned in the literature review is a very crucial issue. Researchers have examined the utterances in question and used indications as the primary criteria for judging whether or not they are suitable. By examining the relevant markers of altruism, there researcher links the utterances she has collected to the different types of altruism stated in their literature review. In addition to indications, the movie's aspects are crucial for academics in establishing a connection between the utterances heard and the kinds of altruism portrayed in the movie. According to (Birnbacher, 2013), who states that “values have kinds of things”. The quotes that were included in the movie also reflect how altruism is generally understood.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Conclusion

In the course of human existence, altruism is crucial. Altruism values can also be found in movies, particularly in the Good Dinosaur Movie. Altruistic or moral principles found in Manny’s film serve as excellent role models for us. Altruisms come in various forms, particularly altruistic attitudes, actions, and empathy. The Good Dinosaur Movie has all of them, according to the study. They are very significant to us, particularly if we are English teachers or students. From there, we can learn how to assist others; duty includes empathy and compassion for feeling compelled to assist others, especially as a teacher who must instruct and encourage kids without constantly receiving praise or rewards. The researcher also learned a lot of things that are relevant to teachers today and in the future. The movie is the finest technique for a teacher to teach and learn the process at school by evaluating altruism in the Good Dinosaur Movie. One method for enhancing their abilities, particularly their listening abilities, is to watch the movie. As a teacher, they can assist pupils or anyone who need assistance. They should always receive something in return.

Suggestion

Based on the result above, the researcher would like to give some suggestions for the researcher who wants to do research that is similar to this: (1) They should find another movie that has many altruistic values and an appropriate current situation. Because they can analyze many things from that movie that have a relation to education. (2) They should do research related to education, especially for teacher. (3) They should find more theories related to their research. It will make them easier to do the research. (4) The researcher hopes the institution, Universitas Tanjungpura always supports students that would like to research altruism. For example, the institution prepares more references about altruism.
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